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Typical aging is associated with diminished episodic memory performance. To improve our understanding of the fundamental mechanisms underlying this age-related memory deficit, we previously developed an integrated, cross-species approach to link converging evidence from human and animal research. This novel approach focuses on the ability to remember sequences of events, an important feature of episodic memory. Unlike existing paradigms, this task is nonspatial, nonverbal, and can be used to isolate different cognitive processes that may be differentially affected in aging. Here, we used this task to make a comprehensive comparison of sequence memory performance between younger (18–22 yr) and older adults (62–86 yr). Specifically, participants viewed repeated sequences of six colored, fractal images and indicated whether each item was presented “in sequence” or “out of sequence.” Several out of sequence probe trials were used to provide a detailed assessment of sequence memory, including: (i) repeating an item from earlier in the sequence (“Repeats”; e.g., ABDEF), (ii) skipping ahead in the sequence (“Skips”; e.g., ABDDEF), and (iii) inserting an item from a different sequence into the same ordinal position (“Ordinal Transfers”; e.g., ABD3DEF). We found that older adults performed as well as younger controls when tested on well-known and predictable sequences, but were severely impaired when tested using novel sequences. Importantly, overall sequence memory performance in older adults steadily declined with age, a decline not detected with other measures (RAVLT or BPS-O). We further characterized this deficit by showing that performance of older adults was severely impaired on specific probe trials that required detailed knowledge of the sequence (Skips and Ordinal Transfers), and was associated with a shift in their underlying mnemonic representation of the sequences. Collectively, these findings provide unambiguous evidence that the capacity to remember sequences of events is fundamentally affected by typical aging.

Episodic memory is generally defined as the memory for personal experiences. In the laboratory, it is typically tested using an “events-in-context” approach, in which subjects are required to remember specific events along with the context in which they occurred (e.g., Yonelinas et al. 2004; Eichenbaum and Fortin 2005; Allen and Fortin 2013). This approach has consistently revealed episodic memory impairments in older adults, characterized by a decrease in the richness of the contextual details associated with specific episodes (Mark and Rugg 1998; Levine et al. 2002; Bastin and Van der Linden 2005; Rajah and D’Esposito 2005). However, the specific nature of such age-associated memory deficits, as well as their progression in older adults, remains poorly understood. This issue is of particular importance because of the need for early detection in the treatment of cognitive disorders, which depend on the ability to distinguish between trajectories associated with typical aging and those linked with pathological changes.

Our understanding of the neuronal mechanisms underlying these progressive age-related memory deficits has been enriched through an integrated, cross-species approach that links converging evidence from human and animal research. For example, the dentate gyrus (DG) is vulnerable to the effects of aging on rodents and primates, with similar age-related vulnerability found in human DG/CA3 regions (West 1993; Gazzaley et al. 1996; Small et al. 2002; Penner et al. 2011). In addition, aged rats have reduced field excitatory post-synaptic potentials in the DG (Barnes 1979; Barnes and McNaughton 1980) and LTP-induction deficits at the perforant path-DG synapse (Barnes et al. 2000; Dieguez and Barea-Rodriguez 2004; for review, see Burke and Barnes 2010). Accumulating electrophysiological and behavioral evidence suggest age-related alterations in the DG lead to a reduction in the hippocampus’ capacity for pattern separation (Wilson et al. 2006). Inspired by these models, using magnetic resonance imaging, we have identified altered BOLD fMRI responses during a task designed to tax pattern separation in older adults (Yassa et al. 2011a,b) and individuals with amnestic mild cognitive impairment (Yassa et al. 2010). Additionally, we have demonstrated a negative relationship between the degree of alterations of the functional signal (or “representational rigidity”) in the DG (combined with CA3 due to resolution limitations) and perforant path integrity in older adults (Yassa et al. 2011a,b), consistent with rodent findings. This translation between rodent and human behavioral neurobiology provides a critical bridge for understanding the underlying physiological and cognitive changes associated with aging and degenerative diseases.
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In keeping with the goal of applying rigorous, parallel approaches to further advance our understanding of the neurobiological and cognitive changes in aging, a promising approach is to focus on the ability to remember sequences of events in rodents and humans. Previous research has shown that older adults are impaired at remembering sequences of verbal stimuli (Fabiani and Friedman 1997; Dennis et al. 2003; Bastin and Van der Linden 2005; Giovanelli and Schacter 2012) and spatial locations on a screen (Tolentino et al. 2012; Pirogovsky et al. 2013). In addition, lesion studies in rodents (Agster et al. 2002; Fortin et al. 2002; Kesner et al. 2002; Hannesson et al. 2004; DeVito and Eichenbaum 2011) and functional neuroimaging studies in humans (Ekstrom and Bookheimer 2007; Tubridy and Davachi 2011) indicate this capacity depends on the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex, structures known to be specifically disrupted in normal aging, both in rodents and humans (Barnes 1994; Erickson and Barnes 2003; Dennis et al. 2007; Yassa and Stark 2011). Unfortunately, existing sequence paradigms in rodents and humans are not ideally integrated across species in several ways, which precludes thorough comparative and interdisciplinary examinations. First, human studies commonly use verbal stimuli, an approach not available in animal models, and often test cognitive strategies clearly not relevant to the rodent (e.g., creating a short story linking the words). Second, although the use of spatial stimuli offers better cross-species correspondence, the combination of spatial and temporal demands makes it difficult to study the sequence memory component in isolation, which is particularly problematic since it is well established that the hippocampus plays a critical role in spatial memory (e.g., O’Keefe and Nadel 1978; Burgess et al. 2002).

To address these issues, we used a cross-species sequence memory task we previously developed (Allen et al. 2014). This task was designed to test the ability of animals and humans to learn and remember sequences of nonspatial and nonverbal items, and illuminate the underlying cognitive processes and mnemonic representations using different types of probe trials. The varying difficulty of these probe trials may serve to uncover memory deficits that can be masked by other, more simple, task designs. In humans, the task involves the repeated presentation of sequences of images (e.g., ABCDEF) and requires participants to make a judgment as to whether each item is presented “in sequence” (InSeq) or “out of sequence” (OutSeq). Importantly, Allen et al. (2014) demonstrated that rats and humans exhibit remarkably consistent patterns of performance on this task, thereby providing a critical link with neurobiological research in rodents.

Results
To directly compare the memory for sequences of events in younger (18–22 yr) and older (62–86 yr) adults, we adapted the cross-species sequence memory task we previously developed (Allen et al. 2014). Briefly, participants were tested on two phases of the task: a “no memory” phase which allowed them to become familiar with the basic requirements of the task but did not significantly tax memory, and a “memory” phase which required them to learn and remember new sequences. In each phase, participants received multiple presentations of four distinct sequences on a computer screen and had to determine whether each image was presented “in sequence” (InSeq) or “out of sequence” (OutSeq). Participants were instructed to identify InSeq items by holding a response until the image disappeared, which signaled that the decision threshold (1.0 or 1.2 sec) had been reached, and OutSeq items by releasing their response as soon as possible (before the decision threshold). While holding a response for correct trials is unusual for human behavioral tasks, we utilized this design to parallel the rodent version of the task in which rats hold in an odor port for correct trials (Allen et al. 2014). To control for the uneven frequency of InSeq and OutSeq items and potential response biases, overall performance was quantified by comparing the “expected” and “predicted” proportions of InSeq and OutSeq responses (see Allen et al. 2014). Based on these proportions, we first calculated G-tests (a test similar to the χ²; see Materials and Methods) to determine whether overall performance was significantly better than chance for each participant and phase. Then, to compare performance across groups and phases, we used the same proportions to calculate a Sequence Index (Equation 1; see Materials and Methods), a normally distributed measure that reduces overall performance in each participant to a single number between 0 and 1. All participants were tested on the two phases of
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the task, with separate groups being tested on the 1.0 or 1.2 sec decision thresholds. Note that we first tested the 1.0 sec threshold, and then added the 1.2 sec to address potential concerns about processing or response speed in the older adults.

Sequence task without memory demand (Phase 1)
The majority of participants (“Total”: 73/77; “Younger”: 43/46; “Older”: 30/31) demonstrated the ability to detect InSeq and OutSeq items in the “no memory” version of the sequence task (G-tests, P < 0.05). The few participants who did not were excluded from the study. No significant differences were found in the frequency of younger and older participants that were able to perform the task in this phase (G11 = 0.433, P = 0.511), indicating that both groups could perform the nonmnemonic aspects of the task.

Performance levels were examined in more detail by calculating the Sequence Index (Equation 1; see Materials and Methods), which in this phase of the task is called the sequence detection index (SDI) because of the lack of any strong memory demand. No significant difference in SDI scores was observed between groups or decision thresholds (Fig. 2A). Specifically, the Age Group × Decision Threshold ANOVA revealed no main effect of Age Group (F1,69 = 0.040, P = 0.841), Decision Threshold (F1,69 = 0.455, P = 0.502), and no Age Group × Decision Threshold interaction effect (F1,69 = 0.304, P = 0.583). These results indicate that both younger and older adults were similar in their ability to detect InSeq and OutSeq items when easily predictable sequences (based on preexisting knowledge) served as stimuli, and thus were capable of executing the performance demands of this sequence task.

Sequence task with memory demand (Phase 2)
The majority of participants also showed significant memory for novel sequences of fractal images (Total: 67/73; Younger: 41/43; Older: 26/30) and there were no significant differences in the frequency of younger and older adults that showed memory for the sequences (G11 = 1.739, P = 0.187). Note that participants were not excluded from subsequent analyses if they failed to show sequence memory here, as their ability to perform the basic requirements of the task was already established in the “no memory” phase (Phase 1).

Performance levels were examined in more detail with the sequence index (Equation 1; see Materials and Methods), which in this phase is called the sequence memory index (SMI). SMI analyses revealed that older adults were significantly impaired compared with younger adults regardless of decision threshold (Fig. 2A). In fact, the Age Group × Decision Threshold ANOVA revealed...
a significant main effect of Age Group ($F_{1,69} = 8.255, P = 0.005$) but no effect of Decision Threshold ($F_{1,69} = 2.157, P = 0.147$) and no Age Group × Decision Threshold interaction effect ($F_{1,69} = 0.701, P = 0.405$). As expected, this phase of the task was more difficult than the no memory phase. Both groups showed significantly lower SMI than SDI (Younger: $t_{42} = 4.556, P < 0.001$; Older: $t_{29} = 8.107, P < 0.001$), with an effect size twice as large in older adults (Younger: $d = 0.696$; Older: $d = 1.481$).

In order to investigate the relationship between age and performance in the older adult group, a linear regression was conducted using age as a predictor of SMI scores (note that a meaningful regression cannot be performed in younger adults because of the restricted age range). The results show that age was a strong predictor of SMI scores in older adults ($r = 0.653, R^2 = 0.427, \beta = 0.653, F_{1,27} = 20.087, P < 0.001$; Fig. 2B). We calculated that the performance of older adults was within the normal range (defined by the 95% confidence interval, or 2 SD units, of the younger adults group mean) until 71.43 yr of age but was within chance levels (assuming the same confidence interval as above) by 87.6 yr of age. To control for the potential effect of nonmnemonic performance deficits, we performed an additional linear regression using age as a predictor of the SMI residuals that remained after regressing out the predictive value of SDI scores (SMI/SDI; Fig. 2C). Age remained a significant predictor of the SMI residuals ($r = 0.542, R^2 = 0.294, \beta = 0.542, F_{1,27} = 11.221, P < 0.01$), suggesting the age-related deficits are specifically due to the demand of remembering sequences of items.

**Table 1.** Mean response times sorted by Age Group, Accuracy, and Decision Threshold for each trial type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>1.0 sec decision threshold</th>
<th>1.2 sec decision threshold</th>
<th>1.0 sec decision threshold</th>
<th>1.2 sec decision threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Younger</td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>1.32 sec 1.34 sec</td>
<td>1.54 sec 1.55 sec</td>
<td>0.69 sec 0.70 sec</td>
<td>0.76 sec 0.74 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older</td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>1.37 sec 1.35 sec</td>
<td>1.54 sec 1.55 sec</td>
<td>0.81 sec 0.89 sec</td>
<td>0.89 sec 0.89 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incorrect</td>
<td>1.30 sec 1.34 sec</td>
<td>1.54 sec 1.55 sec</td>
<td>0.67 sec 0.69 sec</td>
<td>0.69 sec 0.69 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Younger and older adults responded to InSeq and OutSeq trials with similar response times across conditions.

**Repeats**

Older adults were impaired on Repeats (e.g., ABCDBF; Fig. 1B) with a 1.0 sec decision threshold, but there was no such impairment with a 1.2 sec decision threshold (Fig. 3). In fact, the ANOVA revealed a main effect of Age Group ($F_{1,69} = 8.387, P = 0.005$), Decision Threshold ($F_{1,69} = 4.949, P = 0.038$), and a significant interaction effect of Age Group × Decision Threshold ($F_{1,69} = 5.107, P = 0.027$).

Performance on Repeats was further examined using Age Group × n-back Distance ANOVAs. For both decision thresholds, performance declined with n-back Distance (1.0 sec: $F_{1,105} = 4.869, P = 0.003$; 1.2 sec: $F_{1,102} = 5.589, P = 0.001$) but only in the 1.0 sec data were older adults impaired (main effect of Age

**Figure 3.** Older adults were impaired on Repeats when tested with a 1.0 sec decision threshold, but performed as well as younger adults with a 1.2 sec decision threshold. (A) Performance on Repeats, probe trials in which an item is a repeat presentation of one that occurred earlier in the sequence, in participants tested with a 1.0 sec decision threshold. The main bar graph shows overall accuracy for younger and older adults, and the inset graph shows the same data sorted by n-back distance (how many items back did the item first occur; e.g., ABCDBF is a two-back Repeat). Older adults were significantly impaired in identifying Repeats, a deficit that was consistent across n-back distances (Age Group main effect: $F_{1,33} = 11.72, P = 0.002$). (B) Corresponding data for participants tested with a 1.2 sec decision threshold. Both younger and older adults performed at a comparably high level, with no significant group differences overall (Age Group main effect: $F_{1,34} = 0.4844, P = 0.491$). Age Group main effect: (*) $P < 0.05$, ns, $P > 0.05$. 

**Response times for “in sequence” and “out of sequence” decisions**

It is important to note that InSeq/OutSeq decisions were recorded at approximately the same latencies in older and younger adults: InSeq responses were made ~0.35 sec after the decision threshold and OutSeq responses ~0.2 sec before the decision threshold or earlier (see Table 1). A statistical analysis of response times (Age Group × Decision Threshold ANOVA) confirmed this observation, revealing a predictable main effect of Decision Threshold ($F_{1,68} = 29.854, P < 0.001$; longer response times on longer decision threshold) but no effect of Age Group ($F_{1,68} = 0.466, P = 0.497$) or interaction ($F_{1,68} = 1.776, P < 0.187$).

**Performance on “out of sequence” probe trials**

While the analysis of SMI scores demonstrated that older adults have significant impairments in the ability to remember sequences, this measure does not shed light on the underlying cognitive processing nor mnemonic representation used by participants. To investigate this issue, we examined the performance of younger and older adults on the three types of OutSeq probe trials: Repeats, Skips, and Ordinal Transfers (see Fig. 1B–D). Since performance on probe trials focused exclusively on OutSeq items, we used accuracy (percent correct) as the dependent measure since the Sequence Index could not be calculated. While accuracy on InSeq items did not differ between younger and older adults ($t_{71} = -0.116, P = 0.908$), the following group differences were observed on OutSeq probe trials.

**Repeats**

Older adults were impaired on Repeats (e.g., ABCDBF; Fig. 1B) with a 1.0 sec decision threshold, but there was no such impairment with a 1.2 sec decision threshold (Fig. 3). In fact, the ANOVA revealed a main effect of Age Group ($F_{1,69} = 8.387, P = 0.005$), Decision Threshold ($F_{1,69} = 4.949, P = 0.038$), and a significant interaction effect of Age Group × Decision Threshold ($F_{1,69} = 5.107, P = 0.027$).
Older adults were impaired on Skips and Ordinal Transfers, regardless of the decision threshold. For simplicity, graphs display data combining the two decision thresholds, as the same pattern of results was observed in the 1.0 and 1.2 sec groups (see text). (A) Performance on Skips, probe trials in which the sequence "skips ahead" and items appear too early in the sequence. The main bar graph shows overall accuracy on Skips, and the inset graph shows the same data sorted by n-forward distance (the number of items skipped: e.g., ABBDEF is a 1-forward Skip). Older adults exhibited a significant overall impairment in detecting Skips across n-forward distances (Age Group main effect: $F_{(1,34)} = 7.232, P = 0.009$), suggesting their memory of the sequences was less detailed thus limiting their ability to predict upcoming items. (B) Performance on Ordinal Transfers, probe trials in which an item is presented in the correct ordinal position but in the wrong sequence (e.g., AVCDF; main bar graph: overall accuracy, inset graph: same data sorted by ordinal position of transferred item). This type of probe trial was used to help identify the type of mnemonic representations of sequences supporting performance on the task: correctly identifying Ordinal Transfers as OutSeq at asymptotic levels (at the level of Repeats) would be indicative of the use of sequential item–item associations (e.g., since V should not follow A), while accuracy at chance levels would be indicative of item-in-position associations (e.g., failing to detect that V is OutSeq because its ordinal position is correct). For both older and younger adults, Ordinal Transfers accuracy was significantly below that of Repeats (Older: $t_{(39)} = -13.745, P < 0.001$; Younger: $t_{(29)} = -7.419, P < 0.001$) and significantly above chance (Older: $t_{(39)} = 2.361, P = 0.025$; Younger: $t_{(29)} = 10.654, P < 0.001$), suggesting that both groups solved the task using a combination of sequential item–item associations and item-in-position associations. However, older adults identified significantly fewer Ordinal Transfers as OutSeq than younger subjects (Age Group main effect: $F_{(1,68)} = 28.160, P < 0.001$), suggesting they have a specific decline in memory for sequential item–item associations and thus relied mostly on item-in-position associations to remember sequences. Age Group main effect: (*) $P < 0.05$.

**Skips**

Our results show that older adults were impaired on Skips (e.g., ABEDEF, Fig. 1C) compared with younger adults, regardless of the decision threshold (Figs. 4A, SB). Importantly, the ANOVA revealed main effects of Age Group ($F_{(1,69)} = 7.232, P = 0.009$) and Decision Threshold ($F_{(1,69)} = 7.695, P = 0.007$), but there was no Age Group × Decision Threshold interaction effect ($F_{(1,69)} = 0.389, P = 0.535$). Because of the lack of a significant interaction effect, we combined the data from both decision thresholds to further examine the performance using an Age Group × n-forward Distance ANOVA. Older adults exhibited an overall impairment across n-forward distances (Fig. 4A, inset), as suggested by the significant main effect of Age Group ($F_{(1,34)} = 6.853, P = 0.013$) and nonsignificant Age Group × n-forward Distance interaction effect ($F_{(3,102)} = 1.259, P = 0.293$). Both groups showed a similar increase in performance as the number of skipped items increased ($F_{(3,102)} = 28.67, P < 0.001$). As expected, both younger and older adults had more difficulty identifying Skips than Repeats (Younger: Repeats−Skips = $-20.3 ± 1.88\%$, $t_{(42)} = -7.330, P < 0.001$; Older: Repeats−Skips = $-20.6 ± 1.88\%$, $t_{(29)} = -6.448, P < 0.001$; dependent-samples t-tests combining 1.0 and 1.2 sec data).

**Ordinal Transfers**

As mentioned earlier, this type of probe trial consists of images presented in the correct ordinal position but in the wrong sequence (e.g., ABCDFY; Fig. 1D), and was used to examine the underlying sequence representations supporting performance in younger and older adults (Allen et al. 2014; see Discussion). If
participants relied exclusively on sequential item–item associations to solve the task, the Ordinal Transfers would be identified as OutSeq items (since Y does not follow D) and performance should be at the same level as Repeats (asymptotic performance). Conversely, the same probes would be identified as InSeq items if participants exclusively relied on item-in-position associations (since Y is in the same ordinal position as C) and performance would be at chance levels (accuracy predicted by overall proportion of OutSeq responses). For both older and younger adults, we found that performance on Ordinal Transfers was significantly below Repeats (Older: \( t_{130} = -13.745, \ P < 0.001 \); Younger: \( t_{432} = -7.419, \ P < 0.001 \)) and significantly above chance (Older: \( t_{130} = 2.361, \ P = 0.025 \); Younger: \( t_{432} = 10.654, \ P < 0.001 \)), suggesting that the two groups used both types of information to solve the task. However, older adults identified Ordinal Transfers as OutSeq at a significantly lower rate than younger adults across decision thresholds and positions (Figs. 4B, 5C). In fact, the ANOVA revealed a main effect of Age Group \( (F_{1,130} = 28.160, \ P < 0.001) \), but no main effect of Decision Threshold \( (F_{1,130} = 1.917, \ P = 0.171) \), and no interaction effect of Age Group \( \times \) Decision Threshold \( (F_{1,130} = 0.301, \ P = 0.585) \). As for Skips, because of this non-significant interaction effect, performance on Ordinal Transfers was further examined across ordinal positions using data combined from both decision thresholds (Age Group \( \times \) Position ANOVA). Similar to Skips, the performance of older adults was significantly lower than younger adults across all positions (Fig. 4B, inset), as indicated by the significant main effect of Age Group \( (F_{1,34} = 30.50, \ P < 0.001) \) and nonsignificant interaction effect \( (F_{1,136} = 1.654, \ P = 0.164) \). However, unlike Skips, performance on Ordinal Transfers did not significantly vary across positions (main effect of Position: \( F_{1,136} = 0.2476, \ P = 0.911 \)). The finding that older adults identify Ordinal Transfers at a significantly lower rate suggests a shift in the underlying mnemonic representation of the sequences, such as reduction in the use of sequential item–item information or an increase in the use of item-in-position information (see Discussion).

### Comparison of sequence memory with RAVLT and BPS-O

As shown in Figure 2B,C, performance on the sequence memory task (SMI) significantly declined with age in older adults. However, it is unclear how this effect relates to other measures shown to be sensitive to age-related decline over the lifespan, such as the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) (Rey 1941) and the Behavioral Pattern Separation with Objects task (BPS-O) (see Stark et al. 2013 for details). The RAVLT consists of a list of 15 words that are encoded and recalled five times, followed by an interference list, an immediate recall trial, and a delayed recall trial (≈25 min later). The BPS-O compares recognition performance on identical repetitions and on similar lure items. Participants view objects during an indoor/outdoor incidental encoding task, and are then tested in an “old,” “similar,” and “new” test using repeated items, similar lures, and novel foils. We are particularly interested in performance on the similar lures, in which we have previously reported that accurate “similar” responses decline with age. Participants were all within the normal range for their age on the RAVLT and within the range of their age group on their BPS-O scores (using norms established in Stark et al. 2013).

We ran linear regressions with a subset of the older participants for which we had SMI, RAVLT (N = 17) and BPS-O (N = 15) scores. We found no statistically significant relationship between SMI and RAVLT scores (“Immediate RAVLT”: \( r = 0.023, \ R^2 = 0.001, \ P = 0.932 \); “Delayed RAVLT”: \( r = 0.118, \ R^2 = 0.014, \ P = 0.094, \ F_{1,15} = 0.219, \ P = 0.646 \); “Total RAVLT”: \( r = 0.094, \ R^2 = 0.009, \ P = 0.002, \ F_{1,15} = 0.137, \ P = 0.717 \)). Fig. 6A) nor between SMI and BPS-O scores (“Recognition BPS-O”: \( r = 0.035, \ R^2 = 0.001, \ P = 0.084, \)

Figure 6. Performance on this novel sequence memory task, measured by SMI scores, provides a sensitive measure to characterize memory decline in aging. Linear regressions were performed to examine the relationship between SMI scores and two measures previously shown to be sensitive to age-related decline of RAVLT and BPS-O scores (see Stark et al. 2013 for details). We found no statistically significant relationship between SMI and RAVLT scores (Immediate, Delayed, or Total scores; Delayed scores shown in A) or between SMI and BPS-O scores (Recognition or Pattern Separation scores; Pattern Separation scores shown in C). The lack of relationship with SMI scores likely reflects the fact that the age-associated decline of RAVLT and BPS-O scores are typically measured over the lifespan (≏20–85 yr) and thus may not be strong predictors within the age range of the older adults group. In contrast, we observed significant relationships between age and SMI residuals after regressing out either the predictive value of RAVLT and BPS-O scores (SMI|RAVLT, B) or BPS-O scores (SMI|BPS-O, D), indicating that performance on the sequence memory task captures age-related memory decline not already accounted by RAVLT or BPS-O tests. Regression lines are shown with corresponding 95% confidence bands.
we showed that older adults were impaired on Repeats (e.g., us to further characterize the impairments of older adults. First, items (Fig. 2C).

Importantly, we found that performance on the sequence memory task, as measured by SMI, captures age-related memory decline not already accounted by RAVLT or BPS-O scores. In fact, we report a significant relationship between age and SMI residuals after regressing out the predictive value of RAVLT Delayed Scores (SMI|RAVLT; $r = 0.595$, $R^2 = 0.355$, $\beta = -0.596$, $F_{(1,13)} = 8.259$, $P < 0.05$; Fig. 6B) or BPS-O scores (SMI|BPS-O; $r = 0.628$, $R^2 = 0.395$, $\beta = -0.613$, $F_{(1,14)} = 9.158$, $P < 0.01$; Fig. 6D). Although the sample size is small here, our results suggest that this new sequence memory task may provide a sensitive measure to characterize memory decline in aging that is not being assessed by other memory-based measures. Future studies should address these relationships (or lack thereof) with larger sample sizes to better assess their reliability.

Discussion

We investigated healthy younger and older adults on their ability to remember sequential relationships among events using a cross-species sequence task we previously developed (Allen et al. 2014). This task allowed a detailed analysis of sequence memory using three different probe trial types (Repeats, Skips, and Ordinal Transfers; Fig. 1) to examine different cognitive processes and mnemonic representations supporting task performance. The experimental design featured distinct “no memory” and “memory” phases which allowed us to control for any confounding effects of nonmemonic performance deficits, which may be particularly problematic in older adults. Our results provide compelling evidence that the memory for sequences of events is severely impaired in older adults, that this ability steadily declines with age, and that particular types of sequential processing may be differentially affected by aging.

We began by testing participants in the “no memory” phase of the task (Phase 1), in which we used highly familiar and predictable sequences (e.g., the actual letters “ABCDÆF”). We found no significant difference between the performance of younger and older adults (Fig. 2A), indicating that the two groups were matched in their ability to perform the nonmnemonic aspects of the task. Subsequently, participants were tested in the memory phase (Phase 2), in which novel, arbitrary sequences of fractal images were used. As expected, we found that both younger and older adults had more difficulty in the memory phase and, more importantly, that the decrease in performance was significantly more severe in older adults (Fig. 2A). A linear regression showed that the impairment of older adults represents a graded effect that is predicted by the age of the participants (Fig. 2B), ranging from normal performance at ~70 yr of age to chance levels by ~85 yr of age. To control for the potential influence of nonmnemonic performance deficits, we regressed out the predictive value of the no memory phase and confirmed that the decline in performance with age was due to a loss of memory for new sequences of items (Fig. 2C).

A detailed analysis of performance on probe trials allowed us to further characterize the impairments of older adults. First, we showed that older adults were impaired on Repeats (e.g., ABCDÆBF) at the 1.0 sec decision threshold, but not at the 1.2 sec decision threshold (Figs. 3, 5A). While the impairment on the 1.0 sec condition may reflect the working memory deficits often associated with typical aging (Dobbs and Rule 1989; Baddeley et al. 1999; Logie and Morris 2014), the fact that such deficit is rescued by giving participants more time to respond suggests it could be partially attributed to, or reflect an interaction with, a subthreshold age-related decline in processing speed (Salthouse 2000). Second, we showed that older adults identified Skips and Ordinal Transfers at a significantly lower rate than younger adults. Importantly, unlike Repeats, these effects were present at both decision thresholds (Fig. 5B,C) and are thus unlikely to be accounted for by a reduction in processing speed. In fact, we chose the 1.2 sec decision threshold because this duration exceeded the vast majority of responses (>95%) of older adults on the 1.0 sec condition, thus providing ample processing time.

While the impairment on Skips suggests the memory of the sequences is less detailed in older adults thereby limiting their ability to predict upcoming items, the Ordinal Transfers results suggest age-associated changes in the strategies or representations supporting task performance. Our approach to the examination of underlying strategies was based on the rich history of research on serial order memory in behavioral and cognitive sciences (for reviews, see Lewandowsky and Murdock 1989; Terrace 2005). This literature provides support for the two main mechanisms we discussed: sequential item–item associations (associative chaining models; e.g., Ebbinghaus 1913) and item-in-position associations (positional or ordinal models; e.g., Lashley 1951; Orlov et al. 2000; Terrace 2005). In our paradigm, Ordinal Transfers accuracy at the level of Repeats would be indicative of the exclusive use of sequential item–item associations (e.g., A leads to B, B leads to C, etc.) while accuracy at chance levels would be indicative of the exclusive use of item-in-position associations (e.g., A is first, B is second, etc.). We showed that performance of younger and older adults on Ordinal Transfers was significantly lower than on Repeats but also significantly better than chance, suggesting both age groups relied on the two types of information to solve the task. This view is consistent with recent evidence that models combining elements of associative chaining and temporal context coding can support sequential learning (e.g., pTCM model; Shankar et al. 2009; Howard et al. 2011). Importantly, older adults identified significantly fewer Ordinal Transfers as OutSeq than younger subjects, which may reflect a specific decline in memory for sequential item–item associations and/or an increased reliance on item-in-position associations to remember sequences. It should be noted that the data obtained in this first study cannot fully address predictions from different versions of chaining and temporal context models (e.g., Howard and Kahana 2002; Kahana and Caplan 2002; Polyn and Kahana 2007; Solway et al. 2011) or the potential influence of weaker memories in older adults. To further characterize the mechanisms supporting task performance at the behavioral and neural level, we are currently conducting experiments with a condition in which items from another sequence appear in a different ordinal position (e.g., ABCDÆ2F, where two was in the second ordinal position in a different sequence). Notably manipulations such as these highlight the value of the cross-species sequence task in which sequential elements can be arbitrarily rearranged to probe details of the processes involved in sequence memory.

One challenging aspect of cognitive aging research is that the magnitude of age-related impairments often scales with the task difficulty. Here, for example, no impairment was observed in the “no memory” condition or in the least taxing “memory” condition—the 1.2 sec decision threshold for Repeats. Impairments were observed in the other, more difficult conditions. However, task difficulty alone cannot account for the age-related impairments. For example, in the Skips, a main effect of Decision Threshold was observed, demonstrating that the 1.2 sec condition was easier than the 1.0 sec condition, but there was no evidence for an Age Group × Decision Threshold interaction (see Fig. 5B). Likewise, there were main effects of Age Group and of $n$-forward Distance (larger distances were less difficult), but no interaction
for the Skips. A similar main effect of Age Group and n-back Distance was observed for the Repeats (larger distances were more difficult), but again no Age Group × Decision Threshold interaction was observed. Thus, the age-related deficits cannot be accounted for on the basis of difficulty.

Although there is a general consensus that aging results in a decline in episodic memory, the different cognitive processes underlying this capacity may be differentially affected. Previous research has shown age-related deficits for several types of contextual details associated with specific episodes, such as perceptual features (Naveh-Benjamin and Craik 1996; Pilotti et al. 2003), spatial attributes (Denney et al. 1992), relative recency (Fabiani and Friedman 1997; Cabeza et al. 2000), the source of the information (Johnson et al. 1993; Simons et al. 2004) and the computational process of pattern separation (Yassa et al. 2011a,b; Stark et al. 2013). Here we show that aging also results in a severe impairment in the ability to learn and remember specific sequences of items, a capacity critical for capturing the “flow of events” as they occur during a personal episode (Tulving 2002).

Importantly, the strong cross-species correspondence of our task (see Allen et al. 2014) provides a unique opportunity to link this work in humans with basic research in rodents.

The structure of this sequence memory task differs from others in the literature in important ways. First, it consists of a series of events presented in the same spatial location. Many paradigms confine temporal or sequential learning with spatial locations, making independent effects difficult to disentangle (e.g., Madsen and Kesner 1995). For example, Tolentino et al. (2012) and Pirogovsky et al. (2013) developed an elegant design modeled after a rodent 8-arm maze for use in humans to evaluate temporal sequence learning and reported that older adults were impaired relative to young adults on the sequence of locations. Likewise, Rajah et al. (2010a,b) and Duarte et al. (2008) utilized a paradigm that presented images in varying spatial locations and later queried which of two items came earlier than the other or in which spatial location. These studies reported deficits in temporal and spatial context memory in aging, which were also linked to hippocampal volume and changes in prefrontal cortex and hippocampal activity. The data that we report here complement these findings using a paradigm without spatial demands and extend them by providing a particularly rich data set that allows us to examine different error types. In this design, we can evaluate the precise order of items (not simply which came earlier of any given pair of items), the effect of lag or intervening items in the sequence, and the relationship between sequences with Ordinal Transfers. The differences in these error types highlight the different underlying processes and brain regions that may be affected in the course of normal aging. Finally, it should be noted that participants may have used a spatial strategy to remember the sequences (such as tagging each image to a location on a street and then imagining walking down a street, retrieving them in the appropriate order) despite the nonspatial nature of the task. However, none of the participants reported using such a strategy, or any other spatial-type strategy, in our post-testing interviews.

There has been mounting evidence implicating alterations in prefrontal cortex and hippocampal functioning in aging. In humans, the prefrontal cortex shows the steepest increases dramatically in individuals between the ages of 65 and 85 (Bondi et al. 2008), notably a similar range in which we report age-related sequence memory impairments. There is evidence to suggest that the prevalence of the disease may continue to increase into the ninth decade of life (Jorm and Jolley 1998; von Strauss et al. 1999). This poses a significant concern considering individuals 85+ yr of age represent the fastest growing population in the country (http://www.alz.org). Therefore, it has become increasingly important to develop methods and to identify markers for differentiating between normal age-related changes and pathological changes. The present study demonstrates that the cross-species sequence task is a sensitive measure of age-related memory impairments, and may also prove useful as an early detection test for cognitive dysfunction associated with Alzheimer’s disease.

While our task does not specifically test prospective memory, there are a number of similarities between our task and prospective memory paradigms, which also show deficits in healthy aging (Glisky 1996). Studies of prospective memory often focus on monitoring for a target while engaging in another type of task (Martin et al. 2007). A similar monitoring demand may be required in our task. Prospective memory is thought to involve creating a representation and binding intention to an anticipated event, a function associated with the hippocampal system (McDaniel and Einstein 2007). This information is then fed to the prefrontal cortex, which holds current tasks and intended actions in mind. Correspondingly, different probe trials in our task may differentially tap into hippocampal and prefrontal functioning. The ability to identify Skips and Repeats may depend more heavily on hippocampal binding processes and on prefrontal decision-making processes, respectively. In fact, preliminary data from our laboratory suggest such a dissociation using localized inactivations and single-cell recordings in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex of rats (Allen et al. 2011, 2013; Quirk et al. 2013). In future studies in rodents and humans, we plan to further evaluate the degree to which these trial types reflect the processing in these regions and how they may be modulated by healthy aging. Note that this sequence task is ideally suited for imaging studies, with preliminary evidence highlighting the role of the hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex in young adults (Boucquey et al. 2014).

The cross-species sequence memory task has the potential to identify different clinical trajectories in older adults. Interestingly, we did not find a correlation with a common test of dementia (RAVLT; Rey 1941) or with a sensitive test of behavioral pattern separation (BPS-O) (Stark et al. 2013), and thus this task may capture mnemonic processes that are not currently being captured by these other measures. It is possible that different neurobiological factors contribute to memory for sequences of events, such as hippocampal-prefrontal interactions (Quirk et al. 2013), and that these are particularly susceptible to aging; in contrast, RAVLT and BPS-O may be more dependent on entorhinal-hippocampal interactions through the perforant path (Yassa et al. 2011a,b; Yassa and Stark 2011). Adding the cross-species sequence task to a clinical test battery may improve our ability to identify distinct forms of age-related neurological changes.

Memory for sequences of events may also prove useful in predicting future cognitive decline, such as Alzheimer’s disease. Studies show that the risk of dementia of the Alzheimer’s type increases dramatically in individuals between the ages of 65 and 85 (%) Strauss et al. 1999). This poses a significant concern considering individuals 85+ yr of age represent the fastest growing population in the country (http://www.alz.org). Therefore, it has become increasingly important to develop methods and to identify markers for differentiating between normal age-related changes and pathological changes. The present study demonstrates that the cross-species sequence task is a sensitive measure of age-related memory impairments, and may also prove useful as an early detection test for cognitive dysfunction associated with Alzheimer’s disease.
### Materials and Methods

#### Participants

This study included 77 participants (46 younger and 31 older adults; see Table 2). There was a significant difference between the two groups in age ($t_{(75)} = 51.88, P < 0.001$) and years of education ($t_{(75)} = 7.05, P < 0.001$). Older adults were screened for dementia using the mini mental state exam (MMSE) (Folstein et al. 1975). All older adults scored within the normal range on the MMSE (27–30) and thus were considered cognitively intact. Written consent was obtained in compliance with the University of California, Irvine Institutional Review Board (IRB). All participants were compensated for their participation.

#### Behavioral equipment and stimuli

Participants were tested in a quiet experimental room on a computer using custom-written MATLAB scripts. Image presentations and response measurements were performed using the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (http://psychtoolbox.org). Each image presentation (15 × 15 cm on a white background; Fig. 1A) was initiated by pressing and holding down the space bar key. Images disappeared when the spacebar was released, or after the decision threshold (1.0 or 1.2 sec) was reached. The presentation of the next image in the sequence was self-paced, initiated by again pressing and holding down the spacebar key. All six items in a sequence were presented each time, even following an OutSeq trial. The statement “press the spacebar to begin the next sequence” was displayed on screen after each completed sequence was presented. If the sequence was complete, the statement “task procedures and instructions remained constant across all stages of testing.”

#### “Out of sequence” probe trials

To help identify the type of cognitive processes, strategies or sequence representations used to support task performance, we included three types of “out of sequence” (OutSeq) probe trials: Repeats, Skips, and Ordinal Transfers (Fig. 1B–D). Probe trials could be presented in any sequence position except the first (i.e., sequences always began with an InSeq item).

**Repeats**

OutSeq items included images that were “Repeat” presentations of one that occurred earlier in the sequence (e.g., “ABCDDEF”) (Fig. 1B). Note that Repeats can be detected using multiple cognitive strategies, including sequence memory (e.g., “B should not come after D”) and working memory (e.g., “B was already presented in this sequence”).

**Skips**

OutSeq items also included images that “skipped ahead” and thus appeared too early in the sequence (e.g., “ABEDEF” Fig. 1C). Detecting Skips requires a detailed knowledge of the sequence, necessitating accurate predictions of upcoming items (e.g., “B should be followed by C, not E”).

#### Ordinal transfers

This type of probe trial was used to help identify the type of mnemonic representations of sequences supporting performance on the task. There are two main types of sequence representations relevant to our paradigm: (i) a directional associative link with the last item (e.g., B leads to C; sequential item–item associations), or (ii) an association between an item and an ordinal position (e.g., B occurs in the second position; item-in-position associations). The degree to which each representation is used can be evaluated by transferring an item from one sequence set (e.g., UVWXYZ) into a second sequence set (e.g., ABCDEF), while retaining the ordinal position (e.g., ABCDY; Fig. 1D). If participants relied exclusively on sequential item–item associations to solve the task, then Ordinal Transfers would be identified as OutSeq items (since Y does not follow D). Conversely, the same probes would be identified as InSeq items if participants exclusively relied on item-in-position associations (since Y is in the same ordinal position as E).

#### Phase 1: no memory demand

The “no memory” version of the task used sequences of images for which the order of items was easily predictable based on preexisting knowledge (Fig. 1A). Four sequences of six items were used: (1) the actual letters A–F, (2) a clockwise arrow that rotated 60° each image, (3) bars that moved from left to right and followed the basic colors of the rainbow, and (4) a black dot that moved in equal steps from the upper left to the lower right hand corner of the field of view. Participants initially passively viewed each sequence one time and were then tested on 20 presentations of each sequence (80 sequences in total, randomly interleaved). Half of the sequences had one OutSeq item, which could either be a Repeat or a Skip (20 of each type, randomly selected).

#### Phase 2: memory demand

In this phase, novel sequences of fractal images were presented. The fractal images had no intrinsic associations or similarities, which ensured that sequential relationships were novel and arbitrary, thereby placing significant mnemonic demand on participants. Participants were presented with four sequences, each composed of six distinct fractal images. Initially, they passively viewed each of the four sequences once each and were then tested over two stages. The first stage included Repeats and Skips, but no Ordinal Transfers, and consisted of 80 sequence presentations (20 of each sequence, randomly interleaved). Half of the sequences had one OutSeq item, which could either be a Repeat or a Skip (20 of each type, randomly selected). The second stage included all three probe trial types and consisted of a total of 120 sequence presentations (30 per sequence, randomly interleaved) in this stage. Two-thirds of the sequences had one OutSeq item, resulting in a total of 20 Repeats, 20 Skips, and 40 Ordinal Transfers. Each stage of testing was followed by a brief interval at which time the subject was prompted to notify the experimenter to continue to the next stage of testing or to notify the experimenter that testing was complete. Task procedures and instructions remained constant across all stages of testing.

#### Statistics

The basic requirement of the sequence memory task is to identify InSeq items by holding the response until the decision threshold is reached (1.0 or 1.2 sec; signaled by the image disappearing from the screen), and OutSeq items by holding for less than the decision threshold. To control for the fact that InSeq trials were more frequent than OutSeq trials, as well as for potential response biases (e.g., increased overall tendency to hold responses), we quantified overall accuracy by comparing the “observed” and

### Table 2. Demographical and neuropsychological data on participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Younger (n = 46)</th>
<th>Older (n = 31)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision threshold</td>
<td>1.0 sec</td>
<td>1.2 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)*</td>
<td>19.83 ± 1.24</td>
<td>19.73 ± 1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)*</td>
<td>13.79 ± 1.22</td>
<td>13.09 ± 3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>7M/17F</td>
<td>6M/16F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are reported as the mean ± 1 standard deviation. There were no differences in age or education between the two decision thresholds within each group. * There was a significance difference in age and education between Younger and Older adults, $P > 0.05$. 
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expected proportions of InSeq and OutSeq responses using G-tests (see Allen et al. 2014). The G-test is similar to the χ² test but is more robust for data sets including cells with smaller frequencies (Sokal and Rohlf 1995). To be included in the analyses, each participant had to show significant learning of the sequences in the “no memory” phase, as demonstrated by a significant G-test. Significant G-tests were followed up with more detailed analyses of sequence memory performance (see below).

To directly compare performance between younger and older adults across decision thresholds and phases of the task, we calculated a sequence index (SI) (Equation 1; see Allen et al. 2014). In essence, the SI normalized the proportion of InSeq and OutSeq items across conditions and reduced sequence memory performance to a single value ranging from −1 to 1. A score of “1” represents perfect sequence performance, in which a participant would have always held for ≥1 sec (or 1.2 sec) for InSeq items, and <1 sec (or 1 sec) for OutSeq items. A score of “0” refers to chance performance, in which a participant would have responded to InSeq and OutSeq items with the same response pattern (e.g., holding until the decision threshold 90% of the time for both InSeq and OutSeq items). Negative SI scores (worse than chance) were not observed. Note that the Sequence Index is called a sequence detection index (SDI) in the “no memory” phase (Phase 1) and sequence memory index (SMI) in the memory phase (Phase 2), and that the values for both indices follow a normal distribution. Note that accuracy on OutSeq probe trials was quantified using percent correct, as SMI calculations require both InSeq and OutSeq proportions.

\[
SI = \frac{(0.9 \times IN_{\text{correct}} + 0.1 \times OUT_{\text{correct}}) - (0.9 \times IN_{\text{incorrect}} + 0.1 \times OUT_{\text{incorrect}})}{\sqrt{(0.9 \times IN_{\text{correct}} + 0.1 \times OUT_{\text{correct}} + 0.1 \times IN_{\text{incorrect}} + 0.9 \times OUT_{\text{incorrect}})}}
\]

Performance was analyzed using 2 × 2 ANOVAs with Age Group (younger and older) and Decision Threshold (1.0 and 1.2 sec) as between-subjects independent variables, followed up by repeated-measures ANOVAs (Age Group × Distance/Position of probe trial) for each decision threshold. Post hoc paired t-tests were used to examine within-subjects changes across conditions. Linear regressions were used to predict sequence memory based on different measures. Tests were considered statistically significant if P < 0.05.
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